Brown Bear Activity Kit

CELEBRATE BROWN BEAR’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY WITH FUN ACTIVITIES!

THIS KIT INCLUDES

* Bear Name Tags * Bear Mask * Find Baby Bear * Match the Colors!

* Draw Your Dream Animal * Connect the Dots * Coloring Sheet * Match the Sounds!
CREATE YOUR OWN BEAR MASK!

1. With an adult’s help, cut out half of a paper plate, with a triangle at the bottom for a nose.
2. Trace two circles for eyes and then cut them out.
3. Use the scraps to cut out two ears and a nose for your bear.
5. If you’re using paint, wait for it to dry, and then use a glue stick to attach the ears to the top of the bear’s head and the nose to the tip of the triangle.
6. Poke a hole on either side of the mask and use string to tie the mask on your head. You can also staple the string to each side of the mask instead!

NOW YOU’RE A BROWN BEAR TOO!
FIND BABY BEAR

Baby Bear is hiding!
Help Mama Bear find him in the picture below.
Match the colors!

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? is filled with bright colors and familiar animals. Can you match each color to the correct animal?
In *Panda Bear, Panda bear, What Do You See?*, a dreaming child imagines a future where animals are wild and free. What animal would you dream of? Can you draw it here?
What do you see?

I see a brown bear looking at me.
MATCH THE SOUNDS!

What sounds do animals make? Can you match the sounds to the animals?

- Hoo Hoo
- Ribbit
- Tweet
- Baa
- Quack
- Meow
- Neigh